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CURRICULA IN BIOMEDICAL COMM
THEY MEET THE PERCEIVED NEED

!CATIONS: DO
OF. THE FIELD?

Order No. 7900293

BENSCHOTER, Reba Ann, Ph.D. The Univ rsity of Nebraska -
Lincoln,-1978. 226pp. Adviser: esley C. Meierhenry

This study has focused on bioniedical communications, a
relatively new occupation, which has evolved.to provide media
services in Support of,health education at all levels.

The purposes of the research were to:
1.. Trace the development of biomedical communications and

biomedical communicetioAs training through extensive literature
review and documentation.

2. Determine through.survey the body of knowledge which
the biomedical communications specialist must possess to per-
form the occupational duties in the health sciences setting.

3. Examine through survey tho curricula in existri*
graduate level training prOgrams for biomedical communi-
cations specialists to determine whether present curricula
are preparing students to perform the occupational duties
of the field.

The literature review documented Iti%evolepon of educa-
tionat technology and the Media specialist and Strrveyea the
history of medical education in the United States and the be- 414, (
ginnings and subsequent growth of metlical iUustrat1n, protog-
raphy and television in the health sciences. It also traced the

,early development ot health sciences audiovisual services and,
'medical communications to proVide a history of the field of
biomedical communicationo.

To gain information about the skills essential to successful
practice in the field of biomedical communicatione and to de-
termine whether present fraining programs are preparing stu-:
dents te funelion effectively in entry-level managesial positions
in biomedical communicitions, the following procidures were
careited out.

surtey instrument was designed, validated and sent to
94 direct*s of bioniedical communications. These individuals,
considered successful pradtitioners in the field, were asked
to rate the importance of 42 knowledge and skills items in the
training bf the biomedical communications specialist. Seventy-.
five di ractefe responded, identifying the areas of training they
felt were most important to the practicing.biomedical corn-
municator.

To determine whether present curricula in biomedical com-
munications were actually meeting the expectations of the prac-
titioners, a parallel survey iristrument was administered to
the directors of the tive graduate training programs in bio-
medical communications. The ttaining directors tated the
degree of emphasis which the eurricula of their programs
placed on each of .the 42 subject elements.

In aniilyzing the data, the'rnean item response was calcu,
lated for the practitioners and program directors.
The mean item responses of the t groups were then com-
pared to draw conclusions about similarities and differences

t. between the practitioners perceived needs in biomedical coin-
municatione trainingand the training program directors' de-
seriptions ot.existing curricula. The 42 skill and knowledge

-items were grouped into.eight functionalocategories to make
analysfif and comearison easier. These categories are: orga-
nigation and persdnsel managementudesign, information re-
trieval and logistics, Pioduetiobt instruction, research and
ialuation, utilization and bioui.edical subjects.

A review OI4he data let4s,te, the conclusion that the exist-
ing curricul4'sof ti;e fnaster'silegfee progrFirskio biomedical
communieatfons are providing.coar see of stpdy which generally
meet or exc'eed the. ekpectations of expeirl Practitiinters tin the
field ih 29 of tbe 42 knowiedge and skill areas considered in
this study. However, is some spielfic'thoory and skills aretie,
ouch al management, media eentet operat(On, media managei,:,..
mot end televisionosystern design, theechoolS are not Covee-..4
ing the materials in fis-much depth as practitiol(ers feel is
desirable to proVide adequate training for etitry-level hjoniedi-
cal caiimunication pecialists.

4.

COMMUNICATION SKILL DEVELOPMEHT IN STUDENT
' TEACH,ERS BY THE USE OF PLAY PRACTICA

. 5

,DORNER, lohn Nicholas, Ph.D. University of Victoria (Canada),
1278. Supervisor: Dr. Donald W. Knowles

P .\
The focus of this study was the development of effective

teacher-pupil relationships which have been found tO facilitate
pupil growth in academic and social adjustment areas. While
coikrees have been developed to train student ebachers in the
use of communaation skills associated with effective teacher-
pupil relationships, such courses have rarely Involved trainees
in direct interaction with .children. It was proposed thai a pro-
gram including unstructured play media with groups of children
,uteuld provide an effective aeliproach to communication skills
'training for student teachers.

One purpose,of this study was tO compare the effect(veness, .

of a play practicum approach (using unstructured play media
with' groups of children) with other approaches in the develop-
ment of comrqunication skills In student'teachers. More spe-
cifically, it was hypothesized fhat subjects participoting in a
play practicum would demonstrate higher frequencies of Listn-
ineto Feelings responses, Communicating Feelings responses,
and Limit Setting Statements on ispaper-and-pencil qUestion-
naire task (The Teacher Response Questionnaire) developed for
this study, and in an in vivo "teaching" task with groups of pupils
than (a) subjects participating in a communication skill train-
ing course without a play pricticum and (b) subjects in a no
training Condition.

A random selection Procedure, stratified on thebasis of sex,
was Used to assign a total of 24 subjects (21 females, 3smales)
to the three conditions. A posttest-only, randomized group de-
sign was employed to test the hypotheses. Kruskal-Wallit anal-
yses of variance and Mann-Whitney U tests were the statistical
procedures used. ,

The following results were found: (a) hypotheses were fully
supported when the results from the in vivo teaching task were
considered, (b) hypotheses were partially supported on die basis
of data from the questionnaire, (c) follow-up data based on a
re-administration of the questionnaire and on independent eval-
uations of trainees by instructors in the Education Interaction
Labo tory were consistent with the findings from the main
study (d) subjects in the training without practicum condition
demo trated significantly higher frequencies of Listening to .
Iteeiinge and Communicating Feelings responses than subjects
in the no training condition on the.questionnair4 task, (e) no sig-
nificant differences were found between, these two groups on any
Of the dependent variables in the in vivo task. One clear con-
clusion was that the trainins program incorporating a play mac -
ticum was more effective tfian the other two conditions in pro-
viding communication skill training for student teachers. The
implicationsnf the results for teacher training programs were
discussed.

A second purpose of the study was to provide a descriptiye
account 15f the training program, particularly the play practi-
cum, on the basis.of verbal reportal provided primarily by the
trainees. The resulbr frcmi a variety of descriptive 4tudies .

were outlined, and the process orcommunication skill develop-
ment of individual trainees inthe play practicum was docu-
mented and related to the humanistic theory underlying this .

study.



THE STATUS OF SPEECH COMMUNICATION EDUCATION.
s.DI ONIO: TEACHER REDESIGN IN PROGRESS

Order No. 7902125

FETZER, Ronald Charles, Ph.D. The Ohio State University,
1978, 303pp. .Adviser:. Professor George 1,..Lewis

This research was based on three surglys conducted in the
state of Ohio. The three `groups respendini were high sehool
principils, high school speech-cemobunication teachere, and
,spiech communication teacher educators hithe colleges and
universities olOhlo. Secondari schools were defined as includ-
ing grades seven through twelve of any combination thereto,.

Otto is presently in the process of a statewide program re- .

feirred to as Teacher Redesign inVOIving all institutions of higher
learning in Ohio that have teacher education and.bertification
programs. This tesearch focueed on the content area of speech

' communication teacher traininej. Data was collected to deter-
, mlne the progress of implemeling these.standards in speech

communication teacher educateen programs. Thirty-nine 'col-
leges and universities in the State of Ohlo have such programs
with state approval for certifeation. In an effoit to determine
the quality of this change ae a developmental process, it was
necessary to investigate the teaching environment of high school
speech communiiation teachers in Ohio. With the data from
previous studiessurveying for similar information, an analysis /.
by mesas of comparison. Of the growth and changes in high
schoof speech communicafiOn curricula and program activities
was conducted. The colleCted data from high school principals
and ipoech communication teachers was also compared to some
of the detaprovided by the speech communication teacher edu-
cators. The purpose was to determine if the current develop-
mental process of the Teacher Redesign Program was suffi-
dandy Preparing studeet teachers for teaching and supervising
speech communrcation purricula and activity programs in Ohio's
high schools. ,

The results of the ciata,indicated that speech communication
curricula and activity programs were on the increase. There
is more course availability as well as more advanced courses
in high school curriculums. Speech ommunication courses
belie a greater frequency at the jtinio high level. The contenf
in the basic or fundamental course is hanging to the degree
that more emphasin is placed on liste ng, interpersonal, die-..

. mission, and communication theory.
High school principals perceive sp ch communi tion to be

a buMc and impprtant skill for student . They perceie faculty,
student, and community support of sp ch communica on pro-
grams. They kis° believe Ohio culleg are adequat prepar-
ing speech communication teachers. e speech co munication
teechers also'belleve that Ohio college are doing iequate con-
tent preparation, bdt they indicated mo preparation in clin-

.

ical or theory related learning activitie in college programs.
Spesch'communication teacher educ ors-believe their hoed-

hotions are able to implement the new T acher Redesign Stan-
dard. They, like the high school princip ls, believe that speech
coMmunication skIlls are basic for all s dents; they alio indi-
cated that speech communication skills a e basic te all teachr
eductatiOn programs. Thege teact_*r educa ors indicated the
present certification regulations for speec communication are
adequate in guiding The development of quail teacher training
programs.'

Sfehteen concluMone were presented in th Study based on
the debt compiled from the threesurveys. This research was
completed with a set of recommendationsfaddressed to high
school principals, speech communication teachers, speech corn-
inuidoetiori teacher educators, the Speech Commenication A.sso-
thitfon, the' Speech Communication Association of Ohio, and to 1

the-Division of Teacher Education and Certification which is
reeponsiblii.for the Teacher Redesign'Program.

v -
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STUDENTS' PERCEIVED ABILIT yei COMMUNICATE
WITHIN, THE CLASSROOM:P FAC OR ANALYTIC EXPLO,
RATION Order No. 7903045

GATSIOS, Panayes Marcos, Ph.D. University of Colorado at
Boulder, 1978. 121pp. Director: Assistant Professor Sam
Betty ,

Through the use of a ninety'-item school sentiment question-
naire, this study identified the dominant attitude dimensions
for students with low, medium and high scores in perceptions
of their ability to communicate within a suburban eighth grade
school environment.

The research was accomplished by first dividing students
into three groups on the basis of their perceived ability to com-
Municate (PAC) scores. Low-PAC students (n = 186) were
those with scores one standard deviatiorrbelow the inean, Me-
dium-PAC students (n = 1,035) had scores within plus or minus
One standard deviation around the mean, and High-PAC stu-
dents (n a 177) had scores one standard deviation above the
mean. Each group's. attitude dimensions were then identified
via factor analysis. -

Eight variables (each consisting of ten questionnaire items)
were incTuded in an orthogonal, varimax factor solution. They
included attitudes toward: s41f, peers, school social structure,
learning, teacher-student interpersonal relations, teacher au-
thority, mode of instruction and overall, general schosl senti-
ments.

There were qualitative differences in the factor structures
of the three groups. The most striking features of the factor
structures were: (1) the coniistently high factor loadings of
student self'concept and attitudes toward mode of instruction
for each of the three grOups,,and (2) the high factor loadings
the teeeher authority variable received in the Low-PAC group,
in marked contrast to the-Medium-PAC and High-PAC groups.

It was suggested that teachers begin employing more per-
sonal, confirming and understanding verbal techniques to help
remove the negatlie predispositions many students have iron-
corning their ability to communicate within the classroom.

A DESCRIPTIVE SURVEY OF THE BASIC SPEECH COURSE-.
IN MISSOURI PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS, 1973-74

. Order No. 7909904

GIBSON, Jill Downing, Ph.D. University of Missouri - Colum-
bia, 197'7. 181pp. Supervisor: Dr. James W. Gibson

Much of our current knowledge of what goes on in speech
classrooms is fragmentary. In an effort to expand one area of
knowledge, Missouri public high schools were surveyed to gain
information concerning the status of thifbasic speech course.
Five areas were identified for study: (1) a profile of the
schools offering a basic course; (2) content of the basic course;
(3) the use of classroom time; (4) the use of educational
methods; and, (5) characterietics of teachers of the basic
course.

All but six schools responding to the questionnaire offered
a totenos:c speech course, indicating that the Missouri public high

ls support the basic speech course. The six schools not
offering a course at that time indicated a course would biol..
feted in 1974-1975. While the course is open to almost CI shli
'aenth, it is required in very few schools. The majority of

dudents do not taice the course until their junior or
or year. Although the basic course appears to oecupy a

illy secure place in the cr-riculum, U could be stronger.
ly about 10 per cent of the .studects take the basin course. ,
'Feackers in 81.6 pet cent of the schools reported a focus

on # combination of areas. The five topic areas most frequently
taught were delivery, organization, informative speakini, per-
manly: speaking, and group discussion. These areas reinforce
the fat* that public speaking receives consldrable attention
regardless of declared focus. Students were least likely to
receive training in debate, audience analynis, radio-TV,. argu-
mentatkin theory, and parliamentary procedure, There wan a
similarity of course content offered In all schools. The New
American Speech was the moM popular textbook. Textbooks



7.
Ill$0 elite a heavy emphasis to publie speaking activities. It is
noteworthy; howeier, that nq ev9n a simple majority of the re.
spondents used a particular textbook. It would appear that .

teachers of the basic course use a wide variety of ways to
achieve similar objectives.

Closely related to content areas offered were the assign-
,. melds teachers made, Teacher\in schools ol all sizes and lo-

cations as well as courses of both one and two semesters as-
signed speeches with far greater frequency than any other
activity. Teachers devoted the greatest amount of classroom
time to student performance and class exercises.

Teachers provided'bral criticisms of performances slightly
moat frequently than written criticisms. Student comments
usually accompanied those of the teacher. This might be con-
sidered an indication that teachers feel learning occurs during
the evaluation process as well as during preparation and actual
performance. The use of behavioral objectives, contracting,
and student participation in course planning are relatively new
educational methods, However, a substantial majority of teach-
ers used only one of these practices, behavioral objectives.
A slight majbrity indicated students artiOpated in course plans
fling. Those sharing such responsibi ties most often,involv-ed
students to a moderate degree and used student suggesti6ns for
units of study and types of assignments. Less.than one-fourth 4

of the responding teachers used contracts in the basic course.
The data indicated two-thirds of the teachers had taught five

years or less. At the same time, a simple majority of the re-
spondents had a baccalaueeate degree but no further higher ed-
ubation. Teachers indicated that a broader background of
courses would be useful in teaching the basic course. Teachers
were most likely to join a general education organization. Apa-
thetic students, then poor resources and materials were the
most common problems teachers identified in teaching the basic
course. .

Although a fairly complete picture of the basic course in
Missouri public high schools was obtained, further research is
necessary. The total program should be studied. This project
should be updated periodically as well.

EXPLORATORY STUDY OF THE ROLE COMMUNICATION
APPREHENSION PLAYS IN THE EDUCATIONAL -PROCESS
OF A PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL OF NURSING

Order No. 7913901

LOWER, Helen Mario, Ph.D. State University of New York at
Buffalo, 1979. 305pp.

. \
Communication apprehension is a multi-faceted 4nstruct

,which has been studied by research comnirmicologists for al-
most forty years. It has been estiniated that, at least 15 to 20
percent of college stutients suffer from a high or "debilitating"
level of communication apprehension. This disability is cie ,

veloped before the indivjual enters college `and cin interfere
with interpersonal relationships. The modes through which

,individuals eommunicate are orM, receiVer, written an touch.
Professional nursing students are required to utilize the e
communication modes when interacting with peers, facul
clients, families and'other professionals. The inability for i
nursing students to communicate could interfere with their In-
terpersonal and educational success. It is Imperative to iden- .

tify the levels of communication apprehension in order to plan
for its treatment.

The pu,rpose of this research was to determine the rela-
tionship between the professional nursink student's scholastic
schieeement, academic backgrgund, career choice and the
level of communication apprehension. The research question
investigated was: What factors in the professional nurse's
ducatiogal process are related to commimication apprehen-
sion?

The study was conducted In a professional school of nursing
located in a large university in westbrn New York. The study
sample consisted of 2`..)4 professional nursing students who
were designated pre-seniors, seniors and masters level. The
profeseional nursing students participated by completing a five
Part questionnaire distribeted to them by the investigator.. The

. .

qUestionnaire consisted of: Part I -- Demographic Databe-
sign; Part II -- Personal Report of Communication Apprehen-
sloe for College Students (PRCA-College); Part IR -- Receiver.
Ahrehension Measure (RAT); Part IV -- Writing Apprehension
Measure (WHAT); and Part V -- Touch Avoidance Measure
(TAK and TAM2).

From the statistical analysis of the results the following
conclusions were drawn;

1. A certain percentage of professional nursing students
suffered from severe oral, receiver, written and touch com-
munication apprehension.

2. Personal data such as age, sex, religion and race were
related to the professional nursing student's level and type of ,
communication apprehension.

3. High school average, bacclaureate grade point average,
basic nursing educational program, pursuit of more degrees,
and the pursuit of graduate level education are related to the
professional nursing student's level and type of communication
apprehension.

4. The type and amount of communication content courses
taken are related to the professional nursing student's level
and,type of communication apprehension.

5. The type of department in which the communication con-
tent course is taken and education modalities used in teaching
the communication content are related to the professional
ing student's level and type of communication apprehension.

6. The area chosen for work, the amount of interest in
client needs and the type of interest in client needs are related
to the professional nursing student's type and level of communi-
cation apprehension.

IDENTIFYING INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION COM-
PETENCIES 'FOR INTERNSHIPS IN COMMUNITY
EDUCATION" LEADERSHIP Order No. 7907133

MCCOMBIE, Douglas Arthur, Ph.D. The University of Michi-
gan, 1978. l77pp. Chairmam Curtis Van Voorhees

PURPOSE

It was the purpose of this study to determine the impor-
tance of selected interpersonal communication skills in train-
ing entry level center directors for community education d
veloprnent. The skillareas evaluated were:

1. nonverval communication
2. conflict resolution
3., trust
4. listening and responding
5.-\de cribing thoughts and feelings

These general skill ar *a were expanded into tWenty
which were also rated a ranked in importance.

MET DOLOGY

A questionnaire was. designe hich incorporated the inter-
personal commutaation factors a demographic features.
HypOtheses tested were designed to fferentiate between the
perceptions of the total population ofiregional and cooperating
center directors for community education development in the
United States, regarding the importance of the Oelected ieter-
personal Communication. skill's, for themselves, for entry level
center directors and for communicating and developing the
community education concept.

FINDINGS

Within the sixty centers studied,.47% were'operating train-
s. prograMs at the graduate level In community education

leadership. Only 21% were prov.iding any training in interper-
Sonal,communications at the graduate-I-eV-el. Ninety percent
of the center directors felt that interpersoeal communication
training should play a more important i-ole in leadership train-
ing prograrils.

There.-was no significant difference in regional and copy-
crating thiter directors' perceptions regarding the impor-
tance enty interpersonal communication sub-skills.

.1
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Higherankingters assessed by the two groupefor the follow-
ing 1111111 fact Listen with underetanding, Trust in gray
netting, Tooter openness, Group dynamics, Open problem solu-
te* environment, Communicatioit hindrances. The reglanal
and Ceoperating directors ranked the five interpOrsonal com-
munication factors in the following rank order:

.
1. trust
2. nonverbal communication
3. listening and responding

. 4. describing thougMa and feelings
5. conflict resolution

Ratings Of these five general factors Were all of 'greatest
importance" tO the center directors. All five general skills
were rated °greatly important' by the regional and cooperating
teeter directors.

There was no significant difference in the ranking of the
following five general skills when the center directors were
Mott-trained or non-mott trained, and the first four skill annul
were rated 'greatly important' by the respondents.

1. trust
2. listening and responding
3 conflict resolution
4. describing thougMs and feelings
5. nonverbal rcomniunication

There were significant differences inahe rinkings of the
Mott and non-Mott trained center Clirectors regarding only two
of the twenty skills; i.e. group conflict resolution and trust in
a group setting; however, both groups rated the following eigM
of the twenty skills in the 'greatest importance' range:

1. listen with understanding 5.

2. trust in group setting 8.

3. establish authenticity 7.

4. group dynamics 8.

open problem solution en-
vironment

facilitate feedback

communication hindrances

foster openness

EFTECTS OF SITUATIONAL STRESS ON FLUENCY, RATE
AND PROXIMITY BEHAVIOR OF COLLEGE STUDENT

.415PEAKERB: EXPLICATED BY. A NEW MODEL OF SITUA.-
TIONAL AFFECT 04er No. 7904222

MAY, Wallace Russell, Ph.D. Iiiiiverlsity of Kansas, 1978.
. 383pp.

- .
1 Statement of .the Problem; Research on stage fright is'

characterized by a variety of names for the variable--usually
only operationally defined--and a variety of methods and mos-
summed with low correlations between them. Although this '
research focuses on the debilitative effects of the affect state

: experieleced by the public speaker, 'some studies note that loner
speakers show facilitative effects. .

' Tide study was an effort to offer a careful, comprehensive
coNceptualizatiOn of the affect state inclined by the strera of-
public ispeaking which would account for both alebilitiiive and
feellitative effects of the affect state. The resulting model of
Weigle* behavior was then subjected to experimental test ening.
ilieldional Stress as an independent variable and Sex, Anticipa-
tory Apprehension and Subject Evaluation as assigned variables.
The dependent variables were Interjection Nonfluency, Other
ineallesecy, Total Nonfluency, Rate and Proximity. A-compre-
hensive behavior variable was mathematically derived from tile
above dependent variables and called, Aggressiveness-Apply*. ,hessiVeness. ..

S. Procedures. Fifty-six student speakers delivered *atom-
*peal:hes under moderate and high stress condittees.

ratibeal=anfl audiotapi records were used to p co soOres
. ft tie dependent variables. AnticiPatory Appr ion was

tieblillied by the it/WA and Subject Evalustion the May Af.
led allietential. Relationship. of the variablenalrere &leer-
mined hy moans Of 2x2 factorial analyses of variance. The ,

spew* Sample was divided Into an heist arousal period mod a
.

mese orotund period. experimental hypotheeee were

tested; twenty from each time period 'and four concern* the .
wewly conceptualized dependent variable of Aggreasiveassa-
Apprehensiveness. Six general hypotheses were constructed to
relate toe proposed model to the experimental hyipotheees.

3. Findings. The efqcacy of the treatment conditiou wu
confirmed by the results of a post-treatment questionnaire.

Treatment effects were nonexistent during,the first 'minute
and appeared on Rate and Other Nonfluency doting the mean
arousal period supporting the hypothesized emergence of Wimp:*
tive behavior.

Significant effects due to Sex Were evident on Interjection
Nosflusacy during the initial arbuial period' as expected. No
significant effects from Anticipatory Apprehension were evillest
during this period, which was contrary to expectations.

*abject Evaluation, hypothesized to be an essential part ot
affective arousal, did indeed significantly predict behavior nn
the nonfluency variables, but not on Rate and Proximity dialog
the mean arousal period. The differences in Interjectioa Nos-
fluency behavior due to Sex were increased during the mean
arousal period. Antioipatory Apprehension was not effective*
a predictor of behavior in either period.

Behavior on the Aggressiveness-Apprehensiveness variable
was predicted to be bipolar with some sliftects demonstrating
improving functioning during the mean arcnutal period. In fact,
22 of 54 subjects demonstrated improved behavior. These sub-

, pacts were predicted by the Subject Evaluation variable at the
.005 level of confidence. No other.significant effects were evi-
dent Oa this composite variable.

4, Conclusions. The propoeed model of affective bebavior
was substantially confirmed by the experimental results. How-
ever the PRCA did not meailure any significant early arousal.
Adaptive behavior was clearly evident and was bipolar. Those
subjects having a more positive evaluition of 'other people*
did indeed demonstrate significantly improved performance
over time compared to a decrement for those with mor nega-
tive evaluations. There was solid evidence 'of a bipalar
sponse to the speaking eiverience taereby sapporting the infer-
ence of a bipolar affective arousal.

There was evidence that affective arousal patterns of indi-
viduals vary and the use of multiple dependeat variables is war-
ranted.

. Or,

Itwas also concluded that the May Affect Differential was a -
better predittor of speaker behaVior.than the personal Report
of Communication Apprehension. Therefore it was suggested
that MAD be used in remetlial programs in preference to dick
PRCA.

TEACHING GROUP COMMUNICATION: A SURVEY Clte
MICHIGAN HIGH SCHOOL &EEO! COMMUNICATION
TEACHERS Order No. 7907171

11114BERT, Judith aanelle Clark, Pti.D. The University of
Michigan, 1978. l5epj,. Co-Chairmen: John E. Baird, Jr.,
Howard Martin

Research indicates that classroom groups exist and further
thee they have certain effects on the individual student. This
study investigated the following problem: Do teachers of high

-school speech cominunication, a discipline uniquely suited to
the tesching of group interaction skills, (1) teach couries ot-
mdts in group communication, and/or (2) use groups as aa
instructional technique?

Also investigated was (1) the nature of what, was taught
(that is, the topics covered, modes of evaluation used and text-
books used), (2) the general attitudes of teachers toward class=
room groups, and (3) the training high school speech eommuni-
canoe teachers ,had to prepare them to aeach grceep
communication and/or use groups as an instructional tfthnique.

A mail survey questionnaire was mailed to a sample of MCI
high school teachers la the *ate of Michigan. One hundred of
the sample weriVmembers of the state speech association, and
ireeumed to be teaching speech communication courses. The
otbstestionnaires were mailed-to °Speech Communication
Tose ' in care of 200 high schools. A response rale of 14
percent was Wattled.



OnlY18 teachers indicated that they taught a course in group
communtcation, 81 reported.teaching a unit in group comMuni-
cation and 86 reported using group projects. The topics that
were covered,.the teaching practices employed-and the modes
Of evaluation used all indicated that.courses, units and group
propicts (1) focused attention on the individual's performance,
rather than on the'group as a whole and (2) that the focus of
the cour s and units was on formal, procedural discussion
technique , rather than on group processes,

Tese r's attitudes were generally favorable toward class-
room groups, the teaching of group cornmunicatian, and using
group projects. However, teachers felt that students were
asier to control when working alone and that groups waste
too much time socializing.

In geneeal, teachers were not well prepared to teach group
communication. Although 98 teachers reported having had
college level course work in group communication, only 58
teachers said their teaching methode conrse covered the teach-
ing of group communication, and only 32 teachers reported
having had any in-service training to teach group comdfunica-
tion.

In addition to changing the focus'of the high school group
communication from procedural.oriented discussion to pro-
dies oriented comMunication, it was recommended that teach-
ers needed more and better preparation and that more text-
books at both the college and high school level reflecting the
communicition orientation are neyded.

TEACHING MEDICAL DIAG
AN APPLICATION OF SEMIOTI
PLES

IC INTERVIEWING SKILLS:
THEORY AND PRINCI-

Order No. 7908084

30CHAT, Nancy Ann, Ph.D. Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale, 1978. 204pp. Major Professor: Dr. Edward L.
McGlone

-Semiotic, theorvixamined for its usefulness in teaching
diagnostic medical interviewing skills. Rhetorical and philo-
lophical issues in medical encounters were discussed. The
Specific content areas included an overview of the role of, coM,-
munication in medicine, the nature of seiniotics in medidal
ncounters, how semiotic theory can be applied to the field of
medicine and how semiotic codtng and contextual variables
can be quantified. The text was written in a pedagogical sense
in that the theory building, data set and implications were di-
rected towards the concerns of medical educators.

histructiOnal questions, a model, and a glossarmf terms..
for teaching semiotic diagnostic medical interviewing.skills
were designed in light of Eco's (1976) cOnceptualization of the 81
aiesthetic text.' Semiotic theory was interpreted with refer, I
once ta the physician-patient relationship, the quantity and qual-
ity of medical information, theapplication of interviewing tech-
niques and communication theory and principles, andthe
evaluation and interprttation of students' performances and
curridula instructional techniques.

A study of econteXt' in the medical encounter was con-
ducted. Perceptual responses from expert reviewers, student
physicians, and prograMmed patients irivolved in ihe Introduc-
tion to Clinical Medicine interviewing Orograrn at Southern
Illinois University School of Medicine were used. The South-
ern Illinois University Medical interviewing Skills Feedback

. Sheet was adapted to measure semiotic processes of extra-
coding, overcoding and undercoding. Perceptu41 response
crom three rounds of physician-patient diagnosfic medical in-
terviews were examined.

hree contextual variables were examined using multiple
dlisrlmlnant analysis.. These variables were the personality
type of the medical student,,the sex composition of the physi-
cian-patient dyad, and the age of the programmed patient. Im-
plications for teaching diagnoigic medical interviewing skills
using semiotic theory and priAiples were discussed.

Results indicated that the more highly visible and easily
reeolnised the contextual variable, the better the discrimina-
tion between contextually defined groups. The extracoding,
',weeding, and'Undercoding items discAtninated best between
lostadvilly *tined patient age groups. The second moot ten-.
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portant contextually defined variable was the sex composition
of the physician-patient dyad. While both of these variables
revealed high amounts of statistical iignificance, the con-
textually 'defined age groups provided the most consistent dis-
Crimination across the three rounds of diagnostic medical in-
trviews. The personality *type classification of the mediCal
student was the weakest of the contextually defined grouping
variable,. Results indicated that the personality variable was
the most difficult contextual variable to identify and interpret, r
and as such,was not as consistently discriminated by the ex-
tracoding, overcoding, and undercoding items as were the other
two variables.

a

THE IMPLICATIONS OF SELECTED PERSONALITY FAC-
TORS AND PERCEPTIONS OF COMMUNICATION FOR THE
DIAGNOSIS AND INSTRUCTION OF RETICENT STUDENTS

Order No. 7909137

STREIBEL, Barbara Jean Wilson, Ph.D. The Pennsylvania
Rat University, 1978. 200pp. Adviser: Gerald M. Phillips

This study evolved out of an interest in the future develop-
melt of Identification and training procedures for reticent stu-
dents. It enCompassed a search for consistent differences be-
tween reticent and non-reticent students'which might have
implications for pedagogy. In addition, the nature of the prob-
lems reticent students experienced, their reports of changes
in their abilities to.manage these problems, and the instruc-
tional strategies which facilitated change were explored for
relevance in instructional development.

Thie study posed the question: What suggestions for the
development of instruction in speech communication can be
derived from examination of personality variables and per-
ceptions of communication in samples of self-selected-and
diagnostically confirmed reticent students? In attempting to
answer this question, two interviews and several,personality
tests were administered to groups of reticent and non-reticert
stuei1s during the term in which they were enrolled in a basic

h communication class. The resulting data was analyzedt discover; (1) whether there were unique personality con-
relions associatedwith reticence; (2) whether there were

onsistent differences between reticent and non-reticed stu-
dents; (3) whether personality variables might be related lo ,
reticent students' reports of changes in their communication
skills; and (4) whether reticent studenta' reports of changes
in response to instruction revealed information which might
be maeful in developing pedagogy.

The results of a discriminant analysis of the personality
test scores indicated that reticent and non-reticent-studerAs
have significantly different personality profiles. A combine*
Hon of the Composite Communication Scale, the FIRO-B EC
scale, and the FIRO-B EI scale might be the most efficied
means of distinguishing between the two groups.

. .The 'analysis of the students' responses tdthe first inter-
view indicated that teticent students could be consistently dif-
ferentiated from non-reticent students. This suggested that
training for reticent students might need to focus op areas of
instruction which would be inappropriate for other students.

Reticent students reported changes in all areas included in
the interview. These \changes were not-evenly distributed, an."
tt was possible to distinguish *changed' reticent students from
i'unChanged* reticent students. A discriminant analysis re-
vealed that none of the test scores was related to students'
abilities to alter thhir comm6nication behaviors.

The reticent students' intervieWs were then examined for
information which might be useful in adapting instruction to
their particular needs. AU reticent students endorsed three
elements of instruction: the existence of all-reticent classes,
a graduated approach to learning communication skills, and
participation in small-group discussions. Some reflect stu-
dents reported that exercises in role-playing, active listening,
interviewing, and using questions were beneficial. Some stu-
dints improved by using classmates as communication models.
The analysis suggested that students who did not benefit from
class activities were deficient in prerequisite-Aills (e.g.: the
ability to conceptualize experience, or to operationalise pro-
cess levellconcepts into specific behaviors).



sigallicant outcomo of the. data analyeiS Was the elocuT
embestima of the divo_q_Att among reticm* stutleris. This \
'belorogomeity'mal a flexible instructional approach capa-
hi* of accommodating to a range of needs, goals, and levels of, .
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